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abstract
How does cult locate divine power? Greek gods come and go, and their arrivals function as powerful
markers of time and space. Sanctuaries are the visible traces of their movements. Whether the moment
of arrival is a point in linear time or a cyclical recurrence, divine presence remains solidly anchored in
the aetiological space of cult foundation. The god’s once and future arrival is a permanent intervention in the meaning of the landscape. It traces a transformation that elevates the location of the site
to a special level of significance – what I call a cult chronotope. At the heart of this significance is the
weaving of local ritual space in the larger settings of divine geography. The dynamic system of Archaic
and Classical polytheism makes generous use of divine trajectories to link space together. The god’s
arrival is, more often than not, a passage from another, definite place. When it is commemorated in
formalised language, the establishment of cult tends to involve a web of other locations in its marking
of space. The god’s arrival, that is, positions local sacred space in a network of relations to other spaces.
Considerations of centre and periphery invariably delimit that network. This paper will look at the
representation of three such networks, and briefly contrast their articulations of centre and periphery.
All three are ritualised texts of the 6th century bce from the domain of Apollo: texts of the three great
sanctuaries of Didyma, Delphi, and Delos. The first text is a tiny inscribed oracular tablet. The other
two are exuberant, expansive hymns (nominally) sung by choruses. Situating the presence of the god
in the sanctuary is at the heart of all three texts. All three reflect Apollo’s deep connections to the far
north. The idea is to juxtapose radically different ways of representing cult chronotopes in order to
better discern strategies and identify patterns. Hymnic geography, the fundamental vehicle for explor		
			
ing the spatial and temporal imagination of cult in Greek religion, can only be properly understood
through contrast, and by assessing the agency at work in each individual text. Greek religion is a map
of songs. Apollo’s mythical North is a uniquely rich point of reference for comparing its sacred topographies of the mind.

